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Open Mouth Bagging Machine
— Up to 800 bags per hour

As an open mouth bagging machine manufacturer, we can oﬀer clients with custom-made
packing solutions for all free-flowing materials. The function of automatic bagger machine is
automatically place the bags, fill products into the bag and seal. Bags can be PP bag, PE
compound bag, Paper bag etc.
It’s capable of packing almost all products, such as animal feeds, pet food, rice & grains, beans &
pulse, peas, chickpeas, lentils and so on. Automatic bagger machine now is the one of the best
and popular packing machine worldwide. For it’s stable with fast filling and packing. The speed
can be up to 720 bags/hr.

Features
Perfect structure designed for bagging system
High speed designed for heavy bagging with high weighing accuracy
The large volume of magazine saves time and labor cost
Good bag sealing performance for PP bag inside with PE film bag or paper bag
The famous brand of electrical parts with excellent programmed bagging system
Double vacuum pumps to supply continuous compressed air makes sure stable running
Adjustable conveyor designed for bagged products conveying out

From raw material to bagged products without any human interfere
The intelligent alarming system guarantees the bagging operation security
Plastic bag sealing makes product a long shelf-life

Models for Automatic Bagging Machine
Model

HB-PP

HB-PE

HB-PPEH

15~50KG

15~50KG

15~50KG

Bag Length

800～1100mm

800～1100mm

800～1100mm

Bag Width

500～680mm

500～680mm

500～680mm

30~100bpm

30~70bpm

30~70bpm

Filling Range

Packing Speed
Power Supply
Adapted for

220~380V / 50Hz / 60Hz / 3 Phase 6~10 Kw (Customize)
feedstuﬀ, fertilizer, sugar, pet food, seeds, etc.

Complete Packaging System Includes
① HB Auto Bagger
② Weigh Fillers
③ Best Conveyors
④ Tag Feeder
⑤ Maintenance Worktable
⑥ Bag Sealer

Auto Bagging Line (Front view):

Auto Bagging Line (Side view):

Automatic Bagging Machine
Adapts to:
1. Animal Feedstuﬀ
2. Fertilizer
3. Pulse, beans, lentils, chickpeas
4. Seeds
5. Granules food
6. Construction materials

Auxiliary Packing Equipment For Auto Bagger Machine
1. Elevators, bucket elevator, belt conveyors
2. Tag sticker, tag feeder
3. Code printer
4. Weight checker, Metal detector
5. End belt conveyors
6. Palletizing machines, including robot arm palletizer, X-Y-Z palletizer
7. Winding machine
8. Pallets feeding system

